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spir-\textperiodcentered it to open in a door, for the people rule.

Not for con-quest of the sword, but for con-quest of the man-\textemdash hood in a land for the peace less
Save the people from the dark of race and creed, from the crime of class and section, make our nation.

Strive of faith in nation, justice, faction, people, manhood.

Keep the faith in love, in honor, strong when hard.
And by the manna from sea to sky.

Heaven and earth shall never part!

Crown thy good with mercy.

The daybreaks, the sunshines.

The springtides, the triumphs.

The lamps of the glow-worms;

The leaves of the tree.

The stars of the heaven;

The days of our youth.

And by the manna from sea to sky.